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 Code words traditional can be decoding when applied in artificial neural 
network. Nevertheless, explored rarely for encoding of artificial neural 

network so that it proposed encoder for artificial neural network forward with 
major structure built by Self Organizing Feature Map (SOFM). According to 
number of bits codeword and bits source mentioned the dimension of 
forward neural network at first then sets weight of distribution proposal 
choosing after that algorithm appropriate using for sets weight initializing 
and finally sets code word uniqueness check so that matching with existing. 
The spiking neural network (SNN) using as decoder of neural network for 
processing of decoding where depending on numbers of bits codeword and 
bits source dimension the spiking neural network structure built at first then 

generated sets codeword by network neural forward using for train spiking 
neural network after that when whole error reached minimum the process 
training stop and at last sets code word decode accepted. In tests simulation 
appear that feasible decoding and encoding neural network while 
performance better for structure network neural forward a proper condition is 
achieved with γ node output degree. The methods of mathematical traditional 
can not using for decoding generated Sets codeword by encoder network of 
neural so it is prospect good for communication security.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  
The process of communication reliability improve using encoding and decoding in general,  

bits check to bits source relation adopted in mentioned algorithm. For example code block linear in typical 

bits codeword and bits source relationship is complete for matrix generating or matrix check, in other words 

depending on matrix check (expression check) and bits source produced bits check [1]. The correction of 

error applied when expression check mismatch with bits codeword received in processing decoding where 

codes as LDPC, Codes product turbo and codes convolution is codes traditional decoded in method novelty 

adopted in general neural network. Decoder neural network two kinds, firstly decoder major architecture 

adopted in neural network and secondly decoder in role supportive adopted in neural network. spiking neural 

network (SNN) is typical decoder neural network solution adopted generally so that advance sets codeword 

using for adequately trained decoder. Channel multipath fading Rayleigh dispersive highly over transmitted 

information decode and equalize jointly used neural network of Hopfeild [2]. Investigated method of 
decoding exist optimizations depending on recurrent neural network(RNN)unsupervised. Proposed algorithm 

decoding corresponding and scheme extraction information extrinsic depending on neural network function 

bases radial. Implementation of high speed computation in parallel and real time implement for neural 
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network proposed by decoder code block linear [3]. Neural network functions activations and weights should 

be changed when transaction with Field Galois non-binary so that several bits error detection and correction. 

Approach quantization vector robust based SOM decoding soft which has suitable communications Wireless 

Proposed neural network based on decoder convolution novelty where technique decoding turbo traditional 

less performance than it. SSOM form presented decoder neural network general novelty using for rules 

encoding regardless time for decoding and learning achieved [4]. Code traditional decoding is mainly 

decoding neural network study, encoding of neural network is researchers concerned rarely beside bits source 

original encode by adopted neural network, the bits codeword and bits source relationship express in method 

novelty [5]. Encoding neural network study is the first stage, this paper achieved various contributions, such 

as firstly encoding and decoding neural network realize which proposed is solution workable, secondly 
method mathematic traditional cannot using for describe encoding neural network rule because contain 

feature confidential certain and finally method of mathematic traditional cannot using to decoded sets of 

codeword that produced by decoder neural network beside suitable system for communication security [6].  

 

 
2. ENCODER NEURAL NETWORK A CHIEF IDEA 

2.1.   Encoder Traditional Mechanism 

The majority difference of encoder traditional from encoder of neural network is sets codeword 

mechanism generation. Encoder and decoder traditional archticture shows in Figure 1 [7-9]. For encoder 

traditional bits codeword M+F generated by using bits source original M via matrix generation where bits 

check redundancy bits F included so that process of decoding matrix check using for check bits codeword 

M+F. Actually, encoder traditional core is matrix generating where speaking generally beside encoder 

traditional select various bits source to determine desired bit check depending on matrix generating or matrix 
check [10, 11]. For example graph bipartite sparse using for build up codes LDPC as shown in Figure 2 

which represent different form of matrix check by means any bit check is determined by bit specific. Figure 2 

shows M3 bit check is determined by the following expression: 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Encoder and decoder traditional architecture 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Codes LDPC graph bipartite sparse 
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M3 = S2S3S5SM 
 

Encoders traditional has various characteristics, in sum: 

a) Bits codeword are produced by rules or formulas specific. 

b) Bits source original have relationship with bits codeword. 

c) Various rules of producing bits codeword mean various type code [12-14]. 

 

2.2.   Encoder Neural Network Mechanism 

Neural network generated results producing sets codeword as encoder neural network, encoder and 

decoder neural network architecture shows in Figure 3.  

a) This encoder comparing with encoder traditional has two majority aspects different: 

b) Bits codeword produced by neural network forward beside formulas specific or matrix generating. 

c) Type code calculated by sets weight own and its neural network generating. 

Neural network forward is selected to generate bits codeword M+F from bits source M because it 

has same function of matrix generating in encoder traditional [15-17]. Neural network forward also known as 

neural network generating difference from neural network normal by some specific such as SNN,SOFM,etc. 

Sets codeword way generated by neural network forward as shown in Figure 4 [18-20]. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Encoder and decoder neural network architecture 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Encoder neural network forward architecture 
 

 

Encoder architecture is same of neural network SOFM and the difference compare with neural 

network SOM traditional is: 
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a) Only one way process forward for neural network generating by means that has not process learning and 

competition. 

b) Neural network forward doesn’t connected fully, it means that nodes input partly connected to each node 

output through weight beside whole model connection. 

c) Neural network forward range certain should be include range sets weight value so that goals to result 

guarantee node output with permitted scope. 

d) Neural network SOFM traditional difference from node output structure as shown in Figure 5 [21, 22].  

Figure 5 shows that Qi calculated by Nj corresponding and Hij weight connected and f() is a 

function decision which calculated the result. As shown in (3) using to determine Zϵ which represent function 
decision of sets weight threshold. 

 

Qi =f(∑ Ni
M
j=1 ∗ Hij) = {

1 Qi > Zϵ

0 Qi < Zϵ
 i = 1,2, … . M + F  (1) 

 

Hij = {
Hij connected node input j and node output i 

0 not connected node input j and node output i
 (2) 

 

Zϵ =  ∑ ∑ Nj
M+F
i=1

M
j=1 ∗ Hij (3) 

 

Weight range must be in range mentioned as (4). 

 

Hij < HϵHϵ =
1

γ(M+F)
∑ ∑ Sij

M+F
i=1

M
j=1  (4) 

 

Sij = {
1 Hij ≠ 0 

0 Hij = 0 
 (5) 

 

γ is degree average of node output in neural network forward which is nodes output connected to sets weight 

average number. Speaking generally, γ is calculated by (6) when γ equal M+F, sets weight connected fully to 
forward neural network, that is means all nodes input have relationship with each node output. 

 

γ =
δM

(M+X)
 (6) 

 

δ is the node input degree represent nodes output related number, high δ means high responsibility to node 
input individual so that process encoding computing more complexity results [23-25]. 

 

 

 
Figure 5. Node output structure 

 

 

2.3.   Encoder Neural Network Steps Specification 
Encoder neural network can be achieved as following: 

a) Depending on γ neural network constructed mentioned bits codeword and bits source dimention. 

b) Number random in group using for sets weight initializing. 

c) Bits source accept and bits codeword calculate depending on (1)-(6). 

d) Jump instruction using for bits source next accept to step (3). 

e) Sets codeword uniqueness check. 
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Figure 6 following describe neural network forward constructing algorithm where i node input 

degree is δi and j node output degree is γj, Hij is tag weights where stage initializing Hij corresponding for 

multiply used and zero is Hij value default. Uniqueness checking algorithm shows in Figure 7. Where σ is 

rate learning, bit input specific impact strengthen by sets weight related increasing and ∂ (rate 

suppressing)using for bit output related impact reduce by sets weight related decreasing, in general ∂ rate 

suppressing more smaller than σ rate learning.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Neural network forward constructing 

algorithm 

 
 

Figure 7. Uniqueness checking algorithm 

 
 

3. DECODER NEURAL NETWORK DESIGN 

3.1.   Decoder Neural Network Solution 

Traditional way for decoding can not apply in generated codeword by encoder Neural Network 

forward because cannot using expression or matrix generating to describe bits source relationship with bits 

codeword then mathematical traditional expression can not using for encoder neural network forward 

codeword generated rule. At last rules encoding recorded in box block encoder of neural network forward 

where the box block neural network forward algorithm and structure is sets weight. so that encoder neural 

network that generated sets codeword decoded by decoder built in neural network. Find symmetric method 

for function encoding achieve SNN, SNN decoder architecture as shown in Figure 8, therefore find two 

stages for decoder :stages decoding and training. For stage training, sets sample codeword group using for 

trained SNN where neural network forward generated bits codeword and bits source using for constructed the 
above group while for stage decoding the results output ultimate calculations and bits codeword accepts by  

SNN trained. 
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Figure 8. Decoder SNN architecture 
 

 

3.2.   Decoder Neural Network Steps Specification 

Decoder neural network stages are stages decoding and training, bits source and bits codeword 

composed in stage of training where sets sample training using for process of learning, the following describe 

these steps specific. 

a) Neural network forward (encoder) using to produce sets data codeword training. 

b) Depending on sets sample training size SNN constructed. 

c) Algorithm specific using for SNN training so that convergence reach. Beyond stage training,  

bits codeword decoding by decoder adopts by SNN which is considered decoder traditional in stage of 

decoding. 

d) One by one layer result calculation and bits codeword accepted. 
e) SNN layer output (decoder result) export. 

f) Step 1 jump and bits codeword next accepted. 

 
 

4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

The results of this work explored in this section, various  (Cama) comparison BER: in Figure 9 

reached conclusions that increases SNR when decreases BER and change  when fluctuates BER. SNR same 

of  proper choosing using to obtained BER good beside computation complex more means  is high so 

system needed a lot of resource in this condition and (6) using for generated  proper.  
Failure check uniqueness possibility available by means bits codeword M+F not only depending on 

bits source M so that failure has two factors: i. Sets codeword current not suitable neural network structure. 

ii. Must be modified sets weight so that matching sets codeword. The problem solve check uniqueness 

algorithm depending on (2) where sets weight modification by guaranteed uniqueness, encoder uniqueness 
guaranteed structure neural network modification construct in future study.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 9. Various  comparison with BER 
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Table 1 shown data test model 6 layers matrix confusion where data test coherence temporal 

considering with accuracies classification. Matlab simulation using to represent this situation as shown in 

Figure 10 the best results got in layer6 where it reach the accuracy to 1 (100%) at 34.38 ms. Figure 11 

represent the comparison this work with other related works, the results obtained clearly explain that when 

applied algorithm SOFM-SNN for encoding and decoding process got better results. 

 

 

Table 1. Dataset Testing best Model(model 6 layers) Matrix Confusion 
Time 

(ms) 

Accuracies on different labels 

Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3 Layer 4 Layer 5 Layer 6 

29.7 87% 88% 90% 93% 94% 97% 

25967 90% 91% 92% 93% 94% 98% 

7.92 91% 93% 94% 94% 96% 99% 

4.943 91.5% 94% 96% 95% 96% 100% 

.4956 92% 95% 97% 97% 98% 100% 

629.2 93% 96% 97% 97% 98% 100% 

6.977 94% 97% 98% 98% 98% 100% 

 

 

 
 

Figure 10. Length time different dataset accuracies classification 
 

 

 
 

Figure 11. Comparison this work with other related works 

 

 
5. CONCLUSION 

Future security of Coding channel is encoding neural network, sets weight and itself neural network 

encoding rule whole so that method mathematic traditional described disable where a block box such 

algorithm encoding. Neural network adopted by encoding and decoding together. Better results got when 

applied this algorithm in this clustering of SOFM-SNN encoding and decoding and that is clear in Table1 

when compared this work with other related works. Way of distributed using in neural network to stored 
encoding and decoding rule specific additional that neural network mode parallel cause greatly speed and 

reliability increasing where application future prospected desire. 
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